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Section 3. Some identities. 
If u # v and if u is not an integer ~ 0, then we have for each integer 
s;;;;o 
_I_= :± v (v+I) ... (v+h-2) + v (v+I) ... (v+s-I) . _I_. 
u-v h-1 u(u+I) ... (u+h-I) u(u+I) ... (u+s-I) u-v 
The last term tends for s-H>O to zero, if Re(u-v)>O, so that we find 
in that case the well known identity 
(29) _I_= 1 v (v+I) ... (v+h-2) = F(u) 1 F(v+h-I). 
u-v h;;;; 1 u(u+I) ... (u+h-I) F(v)h;;;; 1 F(u+h) 
[' In the introduction we have introduced the functions 
(30) I cfodv, h)= 1 ; cfodv, h)= 1 (n +v-I) (n +v-I) ... (nk-1 +v-I) O<n1 <nr:< ... <nk_ 1<h 1 2 
for each integer k > l. I shall prove for each positive integer k, if Re ( u- v) > 0, 
(31) I _ F(u) "' F(v+h-I) . (u-v)k- r (v) h~k cpk(v, h) F(u+h) ' 
we may extend the last sum over all positive integers h, since by defini-
tion (30) 
(32) cfodv,h)=O ifh<k. 
The case k=l follows from (29), so that I may assume that k;;;;2 and 
that the proof has already been given for k- l instead of k, so that 
(33) I _ F (u) "' -1. ( ) F(v+m-I) (u-v)k-1 - r (v) m;;;;-7-1 't'k-1 v, m F(u+m) . 
Using (33) and furthermore applying (29) with u and v replaced by 
u+m and v+m, we obtain 
I F(u) "' F(v+m-l) F(u+m) "'F(v+m+n-I) 
(u-v)k = r (v) m;;;;"'i'- 1 cfok- 1 (v, m) F(u+m) F(v+m) nf1 F(u+m+n) = 
= F(u) 1 F(v+h-I) 1 </>k- 1 (v,m). 
F(v) h;;;;k F(u+h) k- 1;:"i;m<h v+m-I 
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By (32) we see that fPk- 1 (v, m) = 0 for O<m<k-1, so that the last sum is 
by (30) equal to 
I 1 
O<L<hv+m-I 0< < <L< < (n1 +v-I)(n2 +v-I) ... (nk-2+v-I) = m n1 n, ... n1:_ 2 m 
I L ( ( =cf>dv, h). 
O<n,< ... <n~_ 1 <h n 1+v-I) ... nk- 1 +v-I) 
This gives the required result (31). 
I write (31) in the form 
I ~ v (v+I) ... (v+h-2) 
(u-v)k = hfk cpk (v, h) u (u+I) ... (u+h-I) 
= _ L cpk (v, h) ( -v) (-v-I) ... ( -v-h+2) 
h;;;,k (-u)(-u-I) ... (-u-h+I) 
T(I-v) ~ T(I-u-h) 
=- T(I-u) hfk cpk (v,h) T(2-v-h) · 
Therefore, replacing 1 - v by v and 1 - u by u, we find for Re( u- v) < 0 
I _ k- 1 T(v) ~ A.. h T(u-h) . (34) (u-v)k- (-) T(u) l:k 't'k (1 -v, ) T(I+v-h)' 
according~o (32) we may extend the last sum over all positive integers h. 
To deduce corresponding expansions for an arbitrary rational function 
1p(z) which tends for JzJ--+oo to zero, I use the partial fraction expansion 
(35) _ ~ D(g,k) 
'I' (z)- £.. (z-e)k' 
e.k 
where the sum is extended over the different poles of the rational function 
1p(z) and where k assumes positive integral values which are at most 
equal to the multiplicity of the pole e. The numerators D(e, k) are indepen-
dent of z. · 
Let a denote a positive number and let b be an arbitrary number. We 
can write (35) in the form 
~ akD(e,k) 
'I' (z) = £.. ((az+b)- (ae +b))k · 
e.k 
Applying (31) and (34) with u = az + b and v =a e + b we find 
~ p(h,a,b,1p) 
"'P(z) = T(az+b) hf1 T(az+b+h) 
(36) and 
I 
1p(z) = T(az+b) J1 q(h,a,b,1p) T(az+b-h), 
where p(h, a, b, 1p) and q(h, a, b, 1p) denote the numbers introduced in (10) 
and (11). The first of the formulas (36) holds if Re(z-e)>O for each pole 
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e of 1p(z) and the second of these two formulas holds if Re(z-e)<O for 
each pole e of 1p(z). 
If 1p(z) is not identically equal to zero, then we have for sufficiently 
large izl 
A B ( I ) 1p(z)= ZA + zHl +0 lz1H2 ' 
where A denotes a suitable chosen positive integer and where A., A =1- 0 
and B are independent of z. Since 
we have 
(37) p(h, a, b, 1p) = 0 and q(h, a, b, 1p) = 0 for h = 0, 1.. ., A -1. 
The right hand side of the first of the relations (36) is_ 
p(A-,a,b,1JI) + p(A-+1,a,b,1JI) + 
(az+b) (az+b+I) ... (az+b+A--1) (az+b) ... (az+b+A-) ··· 
= p(A-,a,b,1JI) + p(A-+1,a,b,1JI)-A-(b+iA--i)p(A-,a,b,1JI) o(-1-) 
a-<z.< aHl zHl + lz1H2 
so that 
(38) p (A, a, b, 1p) = Aa.< 
and 
p (A.+ I, a, b, 1p) -A (b+ iA.- i) p (A., a, b, 1p) =BaH!, 
hence 
(39) 
The right hand side of the second of the relations (36) is 
q(A-,a,b,1JI) + q(A-+1,a,b,1J1) + 
(az+b-1) ... (az+b-A-) (az+b-1) ... (az+b-A--1) ··· 
= q (A-,a,b,1JI) + q(A-+1,a,b,1JI)-A-(b-!-A--i) q(A-,a,b,1JI) O (-~-) 
a.<z.< a.<+l z.<+l + lzi-<+2 ' 
so that 
(40) q (A., a, b, 1p) = Aa" 
and 
q (A.+ 1, a, b, 1p) -A (b- !A.-!) q (A., a, b, 1p) =BaH!, 
hence 
(41) 
As we have mentioned above the first of the relations (36) holds if 
Re(z-e)>O for each pole e of 1p(z). Of course the right hand side of the 
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first relation (36} and also the right hand side of the second relation (36) 
represents an asymptotic expansion of 1p(z) for large izl in the whole sector 
-:n:+ E< arg z<n+ E, where E denotes an arbitrary positive number 
independent of z. To prove this we notice that 1p(z) and each of the two said 
right hand sides possess in this sector asymptotic expansions according 
to ascending powers of 1/z with integral positive exponents and it follows 
from (36} that these expansions are identical. 
I write this result as follows: in the sector - :n: + E < arg z < :n:- Ewe have 
~' F(az+b) 
"P(z) C'V hf;_1 p(h, a, b, "P) F(az+b+h) 
and 
~' F(az+b-h) 
"P(z) C'V {;_1 q(h, a, b, "P) F(az+b) . 
The symbol .E' denotes in this paper an asymptotic series. 
Section 4. Proof of the required recurrence relations. 
According to (13} we have in the sector -:n:+s < arg z < :n:-s for 
large izl 
(42) A -z -cr.•f( } F( +(3} ~' F(az+f3) 
<X z <X·Z CXl ~0 c,. F(az+f3+n) • 
Applying the given functional relation 
f(z+l) f(Z) CXJ "Po(z) +"Pl(z) + ... 
we find by multiplication 
(43) A -z <X-IXZ f(z+ 1) F(.xz+ (3) (X) n~~ Cn r~~IX~t~n) { "Po(z) + ... }. 
Applying (36) with b=f3+n we find for the right hand side of (43) the 
asymptotic expansion 
it follows from (37) that the terms with 1-;;;,h<.:x: are equal to zero. 
Putting n+h=m+.x+ 1 we write this asymptotic expansion in the form 
m'f1 F(az!J~::~+l) I* cn{p(h, .x,(3 +n,1p0 ) +p(h, .x,(3 +n,'IJll} + ... }, 
where the sum I* is extended over the integers h ~ .x and n ~ 0 with 
n+h=m+.x+ 1. Replacing in (42) z by z+ 1 and n by m+ 1 and multi-
1 · b th "d b r(az+f3) we find p ymg o Sl es y F(az+a+f3) 
A -z-1 -cr.z-"'f( + 1} F( +(3} ~' F(az+f3) 
<X Z <XZ CXlmf-~m+1 F(az+a+f3+m+1). 
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Equating the corresponding coefficients in the two asymptotic expansions 
obtained in this way we find for m ;;;; -1 
(44) Ao.:"Gm+l= _2*cn{p(h, o.:, f3+n, 'I{J0 )+p(h, o.:, f3+n, 'I{J1)+ ... }. 
We have n~m+1 in each term of the sum _2*. This sum contains only 
one term #0 with n=m+1 and in this term we have h=o.:, so that the 
coefficient is equal to 
p(o.:, o.:, f3+n, 'lfo)=Ao.:" 
according to (38). Consequently the coefficient of cm+I on the right hand 
side of (44) is equal to Ao.:", so that cm+1 drops out. 
We need also the value of the coefficient of em on the right hand side 
of (44). In the calculation of this coefficient I distinguish two cases. 
(1) Suppose that the expression occurring in (44) between braces 
consists only of the term p(h, o.:, f3 + n, 1p0) or assume that o.:1 > o.: + l. 
The sum _2* contains only one term =I= 0 with n = m, namely the term 
p(h, o.:, f3+n, 'lfo) with h=o.:+ 1, so that the coefficient has the value 
(45) p(o.:+1, o.:, f3+m, 'I{J0 )=Bo.:"+l+o.:(f3+m+lo.:-i)Ao.:" 
according to (39). Consequently the coefficient of em on the right hand 
side of (44) is equal to 
Bo.:"+l+o.:(f3+m+to.:-i) Ao.:"=mAo.:"+l 
by (15). 
(2) Suppose that the expression occurring in (44) between braces 
consists of more than one term and assume moreover that o.:1 =o.:+ l. 
The sum .2* contains at most two coefficients =1=0 with n=m, namely (45) 
and 
p(o.:+ 1, o.:, f3+m, 1p1)=A1o.:"+l 
according to (38); here A1 denotes the coefficient of )+1 in the expansion of 
'tft(z)= z~:~ +-- ... 
Consequently the coefficient of em on the right hand side of ( 44) is equal to 
Bo.:"+l + o.:(/3 + m +to.:- t) Ao.:" + A1o.:"+l = mAo.:"+l 
by (16). 
Thus we find in both cases that the coefficient of em on the right hand 
side of (44) is equal to mAo.:"+l, so that we can write this formula in the 
required form 
I m-1 
c,.=- mAcx"'+l L 
n~o 
cn{p(m+o.:+ 1-n, o.:,f3+n,1p0 ) +p (m+o.:+ 1-n, o.:,/3 +n, 1p1)+ ... }. 
This establishes the proof of (17). 
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The proof of formula (18) runs in the same way, namely as follows: 
By (14), applied with z replaced by z+ 1, we have 
A•+1 Cl(,cxz+a (f (z+ 1) T(CI(,z+ p))-1 CXJ L' Yn F(1XZ+1X+P-n) • 
.. ;;;;o F(1Xz+P) 
1 Multiplication with (12) and application of the second of the formulas 
(36), with b=CI(,+P-n, gives 
A•+1CI(,"'z+"'(f(z) T(CI(,z+P))-1 
CXJ F( 1 +P) L' Yn L' T(CI(,Z+CI(,+P-n-h) {q(h,CI(,,CI(,+P-n,1po) 
1X z n;;;;o h;;;;a 
+q (h, 0(,, Cl(,+ P-n, "P1) + ···} 
CXJ F(a~+P)m~1 T(CI(,z+P-m-1) L*y.,{q(h,CI(,,CI(,+P-n,1po) 
+q(h, 0(,, Cl(,+ p -n, 1p1) + ... }. 
On the other hand we have according to (14) 
A• Cl(,"'"(f (z) F(CI(,z+P))- 1~~/m+1 r(1Xzt~1X~~p)m-l) 
Equating the corresponding coefficients in the two asymptotic expan-
sions obtained in this way we find for m ~ -1 
(46) ACI(,"'Ym+1 = L* y .. {q(h, 0(,, CI(,+P-n, 1p0) +q(h, 0(,, Cl(,+ P-n,1p1) + ... }. 
The coefficient of Ym+1 on the right hand is 
q(CI(,, Cl(,, CI(,+P-m-1, "Po)=ACI(,"', 
so that y m+1 drops out. If 0(,1 > Cl(, + 1, then the coefficient of y m on the 
right hand side of (46) is 
q(CI(,+ 1, Cl(,, CI(,+P-m, "Po)=BCI(,"'+t+CI(,(CI(,+P-m-tCI(,-t)ACI(,"' =-mAO(,"'+! 
according to (41) and (15). If 0(,1 =CI(,+ 1, then the coefficient of Ym on the 
right hand side of (46) is 
q(CI(,+ 1, Cl(,, CI(,+P-m, "Po)+q(CI(,+ 1, Cl(,, CI(,+P-m, 1p1) 
=BCI(,"'+l+CI(,(CI(,+P-m-tCI(,-t)ACI(,"'+A1CI(,"'+l = -mACI(,"'+l 
according to (40) and (16). Therefore, in both cases the coefficient of em on 
the right hand side of (46) has the value -mAO(,"'+!, which gives the 
required formula (18). 
This completes the proof. 
